Abilene

THE OPEN ROAD

FABRICS DESIGNED BY BONNIE CHRISTINE

TOR-13860
FIELDS OF ALSIKE

TOR-13861
TERRAIN OVERLOOK

TOR-13862
ROADSIDE WILDFLOWERS

TOR-13864
DISCOVERED WARMTH

TOR-13865
BACKROADS UMBER

TOR-13866
WINDING COURSE

TOR-13868
NATURE WALK YELLOWSTONE

TOR-13869
WANDERING WITH DOE

TOR-23860
FIELDS OF GOLDENROD

TOR-23861
TERRAIN UNMARKED

TOR-23863
QUIET DRIFT

TOR-23864
DISCOVERED SUNSHINE

TOR-23865
ACKROADS MOSS

TOR-23867
WHISPER WEALD

TOR-23868
NATURE WALK LIMESTONE

TOR-23869
WANDERING WITH BEAR

© 2019 Courtesy of Art Gallery Quilts LLC. All Rights Reserved.
**FINISHED SIZE | 24" x 32 ¾"**

**FABRIC REQUIREMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fabric</th>
<th>Style No.</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fabric A</td>
<td>TOR-23863</td>
<td>⅞ yd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric B</td>
<td>PE-436</td>
<td>½yd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BACKING FABRIC**

DEN-L-4000- ¾yd *(Suggested)*

**CUTTING DIRECTION**

*Sew all rights sides together with ¼" seam allowance.*

- Four (4) 10” x 10” squares from Fabrics A, B
- One (1) 24 ½” x 3 ¼” rectangle from Fabric A
- Two (2) 24 ½” x 3 ½” rectangles from Fabric A

**CONSTRUCTION**

*Sew all rights sides together with ¼" seam allowance.*

- Start by taking fabric A and B 10” x 10” squares, right sides facing
- Stitch all edges at a ¼” seam
- Then, cut as diagram below

- Arrange the HSTs into an hourglass block and sew together.
- Press, trim if necessary
- The block should measure 12 ¾” square.
- Repeat the same process three more times, so you have a total of four (4) blocks.

**DIAGRAM 1**

**DIAGRAM 2**

- Divide the total size of the block by 3, that will be the measurement to start cutting your block, which will be 4 ¼” x 4 ¼”
- That should be your start, from your left edge in.
- Trace and cut
• Now, take the middle top block and the left middle block and swap them as diagram below.

• Repeat the same with the middle right and middle bottom block.

• You should have a block looking like diagram below.

• Sew each piece together

• Repeat the same process for the other three (3) pieces.

• Now, take two blocks and rotate one 90 degrees (mirror effect) and sew them together.

• Repeat the same process for the other two blocks but rotate them 180 degrees as diagram below:

• Now take your 24 ½" x 3 ¼" rectangle and your two (2) 24 ½" x 3 ½" rectangles from Fabric A and follow diagram below for each row assembly and trim excess fabric if needed
Creating the Back Rug

Sew all rights sides together with ¼" seam allowance. Press open.

- To make a envelope back for your rug take your backing fabric and place it right sides together with your top rug.
- Place in between your top and bottom rug your ⅝” Chenille-It leaving half in.
- Stitch the edges leaving a small opening.
- Clip corners at seam allowance and flip piece to the right side of the fabric.
- Place the rest of your ⅜” Chenille-It
- Follow instructions for the Chenille-It, and enjoy your new rug!